DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

An Unrivaled Place for Talent
An Interview with Lareina Yee,
Chief Diversity and Inclusion Officer, McKinsey & Company
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FIRM BRIEF McKinsey & Company
(mckinsey.com) is a global management consulting firm committed to helping institutions
in the private, public and social sectors achieve
lasting success. With consultants in more than
132 cities in 66 countries, across industries and
functions, it brings vast expertise to clients anywhere in the world. McKinsey works closely with
teams at all levels of an organization to shape
winning strategies, mobilize for change, build
capabilities and drive successful execution.
How do you define the role of a chief diversity and inclusion officer and how do you
focus your efforts within McKinsey?
McKinsey, like other companies, has
elevated the diversity and inclusion role to
one that sits on the executive management
team. Other companies have elevated the
role as well, underscoring its importance to
the strategy and the business. We find that
diversity and inclusion is not a nice to-have;
it’s a must-have for the culture and fabric of
an organization.
From a leadership perspective, the idea
of putting a senior partner in this role to work
with our CEO and our management team is an
acknowledgement that it’s critical for our culture and our people.
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In the end, it’s about
feeling accepted,
included, connected
and that you belong to
the community and are
inspired to be here.

Internally, we listen to our people and study
what inspires them to be at McKinsey. We want
to be an unrivaled place for talent. We have to
think a lot about how we deliver that experience
as things change. Those are the points of inspiration that guide our thoughts on how we execute.

In the end, it’s about feeling accepted,
included, connected and that you belong to the
community and are inspired to be here.
How does diversity relate to inclusion?
Diversity is based on counting the representation of the various groups. Inclusion is
based on what their experiences are like. You
need representation which is the counting, and
you need experience which is the quality of
what it feels like to actually be in the organization. You really need both to deliver on the
aspiration.
Inclusion can feel nebulous. We’ve been
working on trying to help people make it more
concrete and developed an inclusion index. We
look at if our people feel connected to those
around them and have a sense of belonging.
Creating a remarkable experience, not just for a
point of time, but over the course of a career, is
dependent on inclusion.
What progress has been made in the
effort to raise the percentage of women in
top-level positions?
Progress has been slow in corporate
America. We still see that one in five in a top
team across corporate America are women. This
pattern has held for the last decade. We see a
drop-off to manager, a drop-off to director, and
another drop-off to VP. By the time you’re all
the way at the top, companies on average have
20 to 25 percent women at the level at which
they report to the CEO.
I do think that people are more aware of
some of the challenges that contribute to those
outcomes such as bias, the lack of sponsorship,
insufficient work flexibility or too few networks
that help women. I think that companies are
making strides in thinking through this, but it
has to be done consistently; it won’t happen if
it’s just pushed for a quarter or two.
What excited you most about the
opportunity to lead McKinsey’s diversity
and inclusion efforts?
I was really excited to take on the challenge for two reasons. I think that if I can contribute to a more inclusive and gender balanced
environment at McKinsey and also help my clients improve, it will be incredibly meaningful.
We also have an incredibly young organization. I think it is the least I can do to help
contribute to making the best environment for
all of them; to help our next generation reach
their full potential and to feel that McKinsey is
the place where they belong.
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